case study
Genelec in Control at New Beckhoff HQ in Finland

Founded in 1980 Beckhoff Automation is a company that operates in sixty countries
worldwide. The company is headquartered in Germany and its products are used in building
and machine automation applications. Beckhoff Automation Oy was established in 2000 with a
single employee and now has a staff of twenty. This growth is set to continue with the building
of an impressive new headquarters near Helsinki that is more than three times the size of the
company’s existing building and incorporates the latest Beckhoff building automation systems
and an audio system that features Genelec monitors in the large corporate meeting spaces.
Beckhoff Automation Oy began life supplying
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a comprehensive network of distribution, service and
application support via its network of three offices, and
from February 2015 its new headquarters in Hyvinkaa.
For Mikko Uuskoski, Managing Director of Beckhoff
Automation Oy, the opening of the new building is a
landmark in the development of the business:
“We are now very well established in Finland and our
new building provides a firm platform for our long term
growth. The success of our business has been the staff
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Within the conference room space
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The new conference room facilities at Beckhoff
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Kit List
Office:
• 2 x 1238A
Main meeting
rooms:
• 7 x 1238CF
wall mounted
• 6 x AIW26
ceiling mounted
• 3 x 7271A
ceiling mounted.
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Lobby and staff
cafeteria:
• 7 x AIW26
ceiling mounted
• 1 x 7271
ceiling mounted
Theatre meeting
room 7.1 SAM™
system:
• 3 x 1238CF
• 4 x AIW26
ceiling mounted
• 2 x 7270A
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